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Key features AutoCAD software is
used for drafting, design, and
visualization of technical and
architectural CAD projects. It
allows engineers and architects to
create and manipulate 2D and 3D
models of architectural design and
construction projects. Applications
The most popular use of AutoCAD
is for architects and engineers who
create 2D or 3D plans for their
architectural projects. Today, there
are many third-party products and
services that integrate with
AutoCAD. These range from
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design tools, to collaboration tools,
to custom databases and web
applications. AutoCAD is built on
Autodesk’s architecture and it has
evolved considerably over the past
decades. The AutoCAD platform is
a series of tools that provide you
with the ability to draft, view,
analyze, and share 3D models.
These basic tools include a 2D
drafting application, a 3D modeling
application, a visualization
application, and a suite of utilities.
AutoCAD is an acronym for
Autodesk’s Computer-Aided
Design software, which is a type of
computer-aided engineering
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software. AutoCAD has been used
for more than 40 years to create
architectural and engineering
designs, but it has many other uses
as well. There are many kinds of
software built on AutoCAD, such
as CADD and CAMERA. Many
products were born from
AutoCAD, which includes such
applications as the visualization
tools found in AutoCAD, as well as
Autodesk’s 3D model viewer, and
even Autodesk’s Inventor.
AutoCAD has had several editions
throughout its lifetime. Its most
recent edition, released in 2016, is
AutoCAD LT. Key features The
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key features in AutoCAD LT are:
Drafting: Most of the features in
AutoCAD are available in
AutoCAD LT, but some of the
features for advanced drafting are
not available, such as perspective
views, 3D surface views, and
orthographic views. The
recommended starting release of
AutoCAD LT is 17.0, as newer
releases of AutoCAD added
several of the aforementioned
features. Most of the features in
AutoCAD are available in
AutoCAD LT, but some of the
features for advanced drafting are
not available, such as perspective
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views, 3D surface views, and
orthographic views. The
recommended starting release of
AutoCAD LT is 17.0, as newer
releases of AutoC
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A library, AutoDSP, provides
scripting language access to the
AutoCAD DSP and DWS
processing engines. It allows audio
and video editing, editing
AutoCAD-generated drawings, and
control of AutoCAD 2D or 3D
objects with DSP effects. Because
AutoCAD's most common use is
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creating 2D drawings, there is a
greater emphasis on drafting
capabilities. It has a number of
drawing tools such as pen tools,
tools that give an annotation
overlay effect, tools that zoom in
and out, tools that control the
extrusion and beveling process,
tools for creating and modifying
line styles, and toolbars that allow
users to create or modify filters for
text. The AutoCAD design
environment is based on a
modeling and documentation flow,
including a planning and design
process using a blueprint or floor
plan, and an actual construction
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process including installation and
set-up, typically using a
manufacturing process. Drawing
types The most common type of
drawing in AutoCAD is 2D. In
addition, there are extensions to
3D, such as 3D drawings, or 3D
object drawings. 3D object
drawings allow the user to create
solid 3D objects by arranging
several 2D layers, and will usually
have a 3D model as well. 2D
drawings can be divided into two
basic classes. They can be either
2D vector-based, in which the
geometry is stored as a set of
mathematical points, or 2D raster-
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based, in which the image pixels in
the drawing are updated. In the
latter, bitmap-based images can be
either stretched to fit the size of
the window or they can be
dimensioned, which means that the
user can place the image at a
specific pixel location. In addition,
bitmap images can be placed in
arbitrary locations relative to other
objects and need not have the same
number of pixels on the drawing
canvas as the original image. There
is also the concept of a timeline. In
older versions of AutoCAD, the
design engineer has to place all
elements on the model prior to
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exporting the drawing and opening
the drawing in a third-party design
application. Vector-based drawings
In AutoCAD a vector-based
drawing is composed of several
layers. Each layer consists of line
drawings and shapes. These line
drawings are also called paths and
typically include closed paths. A
path is a mathematical
representation of a geometric
shape. It can also refer to the
geometric drawing created in a
CAD a1d647c40b
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A.3. Find the latest available
version of Autodesk AutoCAD
2020 Autodesk AutoCAD version
for Windows 10

What's New in the?

Simplify the design review process
and gather feedback from more
team members with Markup Assist.
Customize the way you receive
feedback by importing files from
your email, Dropbox, OneDrive,
Google Drive, Box, or Git. View
the status of your drawings in the
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same way that you see the status of
the drawing in the Revit and Rhino
apps. Clone: Clone is an advanced
(and for some the essential) CAD
command. Cloning is a non-
destructive process that creates a
duplicate of a drawing. You can
apply a design intent to the
duplicate, which helps keep the
original drawing and the cloned
drawing in sync. (video: 8:05 min.)
Clone is available in a new deep
color cloning option. Clone is also
much faster, and you no longer
need to enable whole, layer, or area
objects for a cloned drawing to
work. New Shape Filters: Shape
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filters can be used to set the
appearance of shapes in the
drawing window. Filters can be
applied to any shape to modify its
appearance. You can also apply
filters to an existing shape in a
drawing. (video: 4:25 min.) You
can now apply a grayscale filter to
a selection. The AnimZ layer filter
and the Outline filter (Feature)
have been expanded to allow much
greater control over the appearance
of these filters. The Grayscale
filter in the Grayscale palette now
includes an option to change the
value to be 0-255. On the Feature
palette, the Distance and Near
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parameters have been expanded to
allow greater control of the
behavior of this filter. A new
Shape-Filters option is available in
the Guided Options dialog that
allows you to specify the shape of
an object by itself or by a whole
drawing. Shape Filters now work
more consistently when multiple
shapes are selected on a layer. You
can now reset the settings of shape
filters to their defaults. New Color
Filters: The Color and Gradient
palette has been redesigned, and
the color filters now have a
gradient filter. Color filters are
used to modify the appearance of
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colors in the drawing window. You
can modify colors with filters to
create more sophisticated colors
than you can create by using
standard fill options. You can also
save color filters as presets for later
use
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System Requirements:

File Size: Recommended: OS:
Windows XP or higher. CPU: Intel
Pentium 4 1.6GHz or equivalent
(512 MB of RAM is
recommended) Hard Disk: At least
200 MB of free disk space
Graphics Card: ATI X800, Nvidia
GeForce FX5200 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 9.0 Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card
Other: Internet connection and a
pair of controllers Sound Units:
Two Joystick/Gamepad, Keyboard
or Mouse (recommended)
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